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ELASTIC STIFFNESS MEASUREMENT SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY RESONANCE
METHOD USING MULTIPLE VIBRATIONAL MODES AND MEASUREMENT OF





A method for determining the elastic stiness of polycrystalline materials, which is based on the
resonance method using multiple vibrational modes, is presented. We have suceeded in making the
small cylindrical specimen,whose size is a few mm both in diameter and in heigh, resonant mode
vibrated in the natural frequency and to detect the resonant frequencies. The resonant frequencies
have also been calculated using Rayleigh - Ritz method in order to compare with the measured
frequencies obtained by the method above. The elastic stiness can eventually be determined in
such a way that the calculeted frequency series match well with the meatured series by the least
square method.
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Fig. 5 Cylindrical Specimen
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Size and Mass 
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Assign of mode 
Convergence of 
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A1070 6.00 5.94 0.453 2.70
A2017 5.98 5.98 0.470 2.80
A2024 5.96 5.97 0.468 2.81
A7075 5.97 5.94 0.468 2.82
?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????























Table 3 Chemical composition (in mass %)
Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Zn Ti Al
A1070 0.07 0.1 0.01 0 0.01 0.04 0.03 99.69
A2017 0.45 0.28 3.98 0.55 0.54 0.03 0.03 94.1
A2024 0.16 0.19 4.4 0.59 1.4 0.11 0.02 93.09









































































































































































1 261.354 0E-2 266.168 266.268
2 325.376 2E-1 322.251 321.277
3 332.336 1O-2 331.887 331.808
4 356.103 1E-2 362.108 362.300
5 385.509 2O-1 381.048 381.112
6 386.177 0O-2 - 392.523
7 412.094 2O-2 410.138 415.522
8 462.299 1O-3 467.710 -
9 472.640 0E-3 470.826 470.475
10 506.912 0O-3 - -
11 509.122 1E-3 511.244 511.663
12 522.709 0O-4 519.457 518.679
13 525.350 3E-1 525.753 525.919
14 528.070 2E-2 530.765 531.723
15 550.891 3O-1 548.210 549.935
16 563.345 1O-4 568.676 569.33
17 586.849 0E-4 586.661 584.11
18 599.113 3O-2 599.355 -
19 658.578 1E-4 - -
20 659.120 0O-5 - 660.223
21 668.800 2E-3 - 669.327
22 673.342 2O-3 672.483 672.867
23 682.239 1O-5 682.556 -
24 684.568 3E-2 689.357 688.548
25 702.278 4E-1 700.901 699.137
26 709.707 4O-1 707.319 -
27 735.928 2O-4 739.953 737.374
28 759.240 1E-5 757.457 756.073
29 778.830 2E-4 - -


















1 261.6497 0E-2 259.442 259.617
2 329.8157 2E-1 327.780 327.831
3 334.2370 1O-2 334.051 334.322
4 358.9148 1E-2 354.843 355.096
5 387.9142 0O-2 387.519 387.659
6 389.7715 2O-1 389.064 -
7 416.3676 2O-2 - 416.003
8 471.9148 1O-3 469.809 470.458
9 487.6199 0E-3 487.654 -
10 515.7887 1E-3 512.776 513.225
11 522.8301 0O-3 518.607 -
12 523.2994 0O-4 527.082 -
13 531.9508 3E-1 529.520 -
14 533.7513 2E-2 - -
15 556.9567 3O-1 - -
16 570.0206 1O-4 566.851 567.060
17 593.3853 0E-4 593.624 -
18 607.1114 3O-2 - -
19 667.3046 1E-4 664.912 -
20 674.5280 2E-3 - -
21 680.8655 2O-3 - -
22 689.4195 1O-5 - 685.608
23 693.2136 3E-2 - -
24 694.6571 0O-5 701.154 701.199
25 710.6980 4E-1 - -
26 717.9054 4O-1 - -
27 752.2816 2O-4 751.382 -
28 765.5502 1E-5 763.880 -
29 784.9500 0E-5 - -
30 790.6277 2E-4 - 790.432












1 264.3757 0 E - 2 259.792 259.711
2 333.9299 2 E - 1 330.697 330.808
3 337.6959 1 O - 2 338.203 338.066
4 358.915 1 E - 2 356.639 356.464
5 392.1273 0 O - 2 391.716 391.427
6 394.4755 2 O - 1 393.939 -
7 421.1127 2 O - 2 420.970 421.108
8 477.6671 1 O - 3 474.363 474.721
9 493.9399 0 E - 3 493.422 -
10 521.8648 1 E - 3 520.979 519.585
11 528.7514 0 O - 3 - -
12 529.3150 0 O - 4 532.695 -
13 538.4895 3 E - 1 533.621 -
14 539.9467 2 E - 2 - -
15 563.5840 3 O - 1 - -
16 576.5421 1 O - 4 571.487 582.163
17 600.1403 0 E - 4 596.259 -
18 614.4883 3 O - 2 - -
19 674.7107 1 E - 4 670.130 -
20 682.1775 2 E - 3 - -
21 688.7598 2 O - 3 - 690.147
22 697.2051 1 O - 5 - -
23 701.3609 3 E - 2 - -
24 703.6230 0 O - 5 706.473 706.115
25 719.3634 4 E - 1 - -
26 726.5622 4 O - 1 - -
27 761.5353 2 O - 4 - -
28 774.1566 1 E - 5 - 773.450
29 793.1280 0 E - 5 - 796.066
30 799.8643 2 E - 4 - 796.377












1 263.0939 0 E - 2 259.868 259.904
2 329.6244 2 E - 1 325.138 325.214
3 336.3501 1 O - 2 334.924 335.243
4 359.9369 1 E - 2 354.350 354.519
5 389.5749 0 O - 2 386.819 385.499
6 390.0067 2 O - 1 387.170 -
7 417.6347 2 O - 2 - 415.083
8 472.5319 1 O - 3 468.119 467.932
9 487.5035 0 E - 3 484.320 -
10 516.7759 1 E - 3 512.049 511.567
11 523.8132 0 O - 3 523.723 521.752
12 526.1878 0 O - 4 526.710 -
13 531.9311 3 E - 1 - -
14 534.9634 2 E - 2 - -
15 557.6479 3 O - 1 564.764 -
16 571.7548 1 O - 4 565.089 565.095
17 595.2445 0 E - 4 589.975 590.046
18 607.4687 3 O - 2 - -
19 670.2452 1 E - 4 664.677 670.219
20 676.5442 2 E - 3 - -
21 682.4573 2 O - 3 - 684.234
22 691.7839 1 O - 5 - -
23 694.5729 3 E - 2 - -
24 696.0575 0 O - 5 696.272 696.193
25 710.8836 4 E - 1 - -
26 718.4169 4 O - 1 - -
27 753.1090 2 O - 4 753.596 757.774
28 768.1283 1 E - 5 - 775.505
29 789.2825 0 E - 5 788.293 787.178



















Table 8 Elastic Constant of A1070
A1070
Dilation ?? Shear ??
??? ????? ???? ??? ????? ????
25.99 0.309 68.03 26.08 0.301 67.84
Table 9 Elastic Constant of A2017
A2017
Dilation ?? Shear ??
??? ????? ???? ??? ????? ????
27.13 0.342 72.79 27.07 0.343 72.71
Table 10 Elastic Constant of A2024
2024
Dilation ?? Shear ??
??? ????? ???? ??? ????? ????
27.59 0.342 74.06 27.80 0.336 74.30
Table 11 Elastic Constant of A7075
A7075
Dilation ?? Shear ??
??? ????? ???? ??? ????? ????
27.16 0.335 72.50 27.31 0.334 72.86
Table 12 Attenuation Rate of Dilation Experi-
ment
???
A1070 A2017 A2024 A7075
2:33 10 5 1:78 10 5 1:63 10 5 1:96 10 5
Table 13 Attenuation Rate of Shear Experiment
???
A1070 A2017 A2024 A7075






















































Fig. 11 Vibration Shear Experiment Results of
33 A2017 Specimen












1 521.555 0E-2 520.12 519.75
2 657.433 2E-1 - 654.20
3 666.246 1O-2 667.42 667.02
4 715.437 1E-2 713.02 712.09
5 773.242 0O-2 - 772.51
6 776.945 2O-1 - 773.2
7 829.960 2O-2 - -
8 940.683 1O-3 - 938.02
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